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This commentary provides insights into the evolving trajectories of China-Africa relations by drawing on a case study of the place of a strategic natural resource, oil, in the evolving relations. It unpacks the nature of China’s engagements with Africa’s oil-producing states and challenges the views of those who claim that emerging China-Africa relations are based on a “new colonial” scramble for Africa’s resources, particularly oil. The commentary advances an alternate view based on Africa’s agency in shaping its relations with China and posits that African petro-states and elites are in a position to determine if the outcome of oil engagements with China will connect to a project of national and continental development, or not.

Introduction

In the recently concluded Forum on China-Africa Summit, held from September 3-4, 2018 in Beijing, President Xi Jinping of China announced that his country had implemented ten cooperation plans and delivered on its $60 billion pledge of financing to Africa within the framework of development cooperation since the 2015 FOCAC Summit held in Johannesburg, South Africa.1 With China-Africa trade topping $200 billion in 2017, the latest FOCAC meeting held in Beijing, and attended by 53 of Africa’s 54 states, marked a “critical milestone” in China-Africa relations. The growing ties between Africa and the continent’s largest trading partner, China,2 have attracted attention both within the continent and across the world. Speaking at the FOCAC meeting, President Cyril Ramaphosa of South Africa expressed Africa’s expectation of China’s continued support and partnership in helping Africa realize its great potential.3 There is no doubt that the rise of China as an emerging power from the Global South holds great symbolism for Africa’s ruling elites, who clearly hold the expectation that Africa can benefit both from the “demonstration effect” of China’s feat, as well as its support, to transform the continent and renegotiate its place in an emerging global order.
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However, in spite of the optimism on both sides, many observers, particularly policymakers and media based in the West, remain critical of China’s intentions in Africa. Prominent among such criticisms is that China seeks to lure African countries with its “no strings attached” loans, grants and development financing into a debt trap, while others point to growing China-Africa relations as being neo-colonial in nature. Such perspectives tend to represent China as a “neo-imperial” presence, exploiting Africa’s resources by imposing a set of asymmetrical economic arrangements on the continent. However, allegations that China has predatory designs for Africa have been challenged by those who argue that “fears of China’s neo-colonialism in Africa ring false in the face of facts,” insisting that China is a natural ally that will help Africa develop in the spirit of South-South solidarity. Fantu Cheru expertly summarizes the debates over the impact of China on Africa’s development as involving three schools of thought. These include those that see China’s relations with Africa as a threat to the West’s economic and security interests, skeptics who are wary of the effects of China’s development cooperation on traditional Western aid conditionals and effectiveness, and pragmatists who are more interested in the opportunities that the expanding engagements can open up on both sides. Rather than support any of the competing perspectives, he makes a compelling case for the primacy of “African agency,” arguing that it is African states and the roles of their leadership or ruling elites and institutions that will ultimately determine the outcome of the growing ties between China and Africa.

As the debate over the nature of China-Africa relations continues to rage, the place of Africa’s natural resources cannot be overlooked, particularly in the face of increased global interest in the continent as a source of industrial and strategic raw materials and markets for finished goods. It is therefore important to critically examine the place of natural resources in the evolving relations, both in terms of their developmental potential for the continent and as an object of Chinese engagement with Africa. In this regard, this essay will examine the emerging trajectories in China-Africa oil relations.

As the world’s largest importer and consumer of crude oil in 2017, China has become a significant player on the
global energy scene. Apart from its reliance on sources from other parts of the world, its “go out policy” has also included rapid growth in global oil investments by Chinese State Oil Corporations (SOCs). Africa’s status as one of the prolific frontiers of growing oil production is therefore of strategic interest both to China’s energy security and to investments by its SOCs. The recent entry of Chinese SOCs into Africa has ignited a debate about the likely implications for the continent’s development. It has similarly raised concerns as to whether the SOCs are acting at the behest of the Chinese state to exploit Africa’s oil, and whether they offer African oil-producing states a more viable alternative to the Western Multinational Oil Corporations (MNOCs) that have historically dominated the continent’s oil industry, with mixed results including the violation of human rights and environmental pollution in places such as Nigeria’s oil-rich Niger Delta region. This essay examines the ways in which oil impacts China-Africa relations, particularly regarding the debate about the implications of China’s SOCs for Africa’s development. Do China’s SOCs represent a catalytic factor in the development of Africa’s oil-producing states or are they out to exploit the continent and prop up corrupt regimes in exchange for unimpeded access to the continent’s oil fields? This essay argues that a correct reading of the situation depends on an accurate interpretation of the agency of Africa’s ruling elites for oil-producing countries (petro-elites) vis-à-vis Chinese SOCs.

In seeking to explain how oil features in China-Africa relations, and how it impacts the continent’s development, it is important to interrogate existing information about the operations of Chinese SOCs in different African oil-producing countries. It is important to point out that oil relations between China and Africa are a useful point from which to begin to grapple with the sometimes complex nature of relations between the country and the continent. There is still a lot to learn about the nature of emerging relations, the factors, and personalities that shape or drive them and to what effect. This explains why it is necessary to seek to separate fact from fiction and present a nuanced and more accurate reading that goes beyond what is often peddled or accepted in some official, media or scholarly circles.

By examining the engagements of Chinese SOCs with African oil-producing countries such as Angola, Sudan, Chad, Gabon, Nigeria, etc., the article responds to some of the claims about the impact of the Chinese SOCs on development in oil-rich African states. Of particular interest are the claims that SOCs support authoritarian leaders of African petro-states who exploit and suppress their citizens, in order to enable SOCs to gain access to and exploit these states’ oil fields. They also point to unfair labor practices by Chinese SOCs that also reportedly operate on the continent on the basis of sub-standard environmental practices. Such analyses tend to see Chinese SOCs through the lens of neo-colonialism, and the perpe-
The first section of this paper provides an overview of the issues, while the second involves a conceptual framing of China-Oil-Africa relations. The third section addresses the issue of how the operations of Chinese SOCs impact Africa’s oil-producing countries and shape China-Africa relations. In the concluding section, a nuanced and more accurate reading of the nature of China-Africa oil relations is offered.

**Framing China-Africa Oil Relations**

Most studies of relations between China and Africa have been framed in terms of inter-state, or country-continent relations focusing on historical, political, socio-economic, and cultural aspects. However, some international development analysts approach relations from the perspective of Africa’s dependency on Chi-
nese ‘soft’ loans, resource-for-development deals, and investments, while others, usually from the Chinese side, emphasize the mutually beneficial or “win-win” nature of relations on both sides. Such debates have been largely ideologically-driven and have raged continuously with each side clinging hard to its views, with little or no chance of a resolution. However, a new line of thinking has emerged with analysts like Corkin, pointing to the agency of African state and non-state actors in the context of China-Africa relations. Others have also sought to move the analysis of China-Africa beyond the framework of inter-state relations, by focusing on the agency of African ruling elites. This new approach is useful in seeking empirical evidence to show that rather than being powerless in the face of China’s dominance, some African elites and states have been able to use Chinese engagement to their own advantage.

Focusing on the interaction between the African state and elites helps us understand how some countries behave. It also facilitates a better understanding of the relationship between Africa, the Chinese state, and the various strands of the Chinese capital. In other words, it suggests the need to grapple with the different types of Chinese economic actors operating on the continent, rather than treating them as an undifferentiated whole. It is only when the agency of African states and ruling elites are considered alongside heterogeneous Chinese economic actors that we are able to move away from simplistic assumptions, and unpack relations involving a complex set of interests on both sides.

Several questions also flow from the foregoing: are Chinese SOCs different from the MNOCs that have dominated the oil industry in Africa for the past six decades, without much to show in terms of development in the oil-endowed countries of the continent? What is the nature of relations between the Chinese state, Chinese SOCs, and African oil-producing states? Do Chinese SOCs present new opportunities (compared to Western MNOCs) for African petro-states to transform their oil industry and by extension their economies?

The entry of Chinese SOCs into Africa’s oil fields in the 1990s, when they began exploration activities in Sudan, marked the beginning of a relationship that today has resulted in the emergence of Africa as the second largest source of Chinese oil imports.

Chinese SOCs and African Petro-States

Shortly after China became an oil-importing country in 1993, the decision was made for Chinese SOCs, which were then relatively new, to “go out”
globally, both to search for and win oil, and to operate as ‘for profit’ trans-
national economic enterprises in an industry that was clearly dominated
by Western oil multinationals. As expected, this was an uphill task for
these new entrants into a globally integrated oil industry. The entry of
Chinese SOCs into Africa’s oil fields in the 1990s, when they began ex-
ploration activities in Sudan, marked the beginning of a relationship that
today has resulted in the emergence of Africa as the second largest source
of Chinese oil imports (the largest source being the Middle East), ac-
counting for over 1 million barrels of oil per day, or 22-23 percent of oil
imports. It can, therefore, be argued that Africa has contributed to the
evolution of Chinese SOCs as global oil players, operating to maximize re-
turns on investments like their western counterparts, while providing
some African petro-states with an alternative to the Western oil compa-
nies that had hitherto dominated the oil industry.

However, the narrative of the relation-
ship between Chinese SOCs and African states has been such that the
former are referred to as agents of the Chinese state. It is more instructive
to frame the relationship as either being exploitative of, or beneficial to,
Africans. Arguments abound as to how China has backed the authori-
tarian regimes of some oil-producing countries such as Sudan and report-
edly supported corrupt governments in oil-rich Angola, the Republic of
Congo, and Equatorial Guinea. Such initial analyses saw China’s policy of
“non-interference” as an excuse for pursuing its resource diplomacy in
Africa. However, more recently, such views are gradually giving way, ac-
knowledging the agency of African states and elites that are clearly tak-
ing steps to regulate, or even block Chinese oil investments when they
are perceived as not in line with their country’s interests. This paper pro-
vides evidence demonstrating how the elite agency has played out in
three African petro-states and the broader ramifications of such agency
on both sides.

**China and Nigeria**

Nigeria, Africa’s largest oil producer,
has operated an oil industry since
1958 when it commenced oil exports.
With an upstream sector dominated
by Western oil multinationals, it has
remained Africa’s largest oil producer
for several decades. It is therefore
significant that China developed an
interest in investing in the lucrative
Nigerian oil sector. In 2004, Sinopec,
one of China’s SOCs, signed an agree-
ment with the Nigerian National Oil
Corporation to start oil exploration
activities. This was followed in 2005
by a large investment involving the
China National Offshore Oil Corpo-
ration (CNOOC), which acquired a
45 percent stake in the Apo oil-for-gas
field in Nigeria, valued at $3 billion.14
These investments were followed by
deals in which Chinese SOCs were
granted the right of first refusal on
four oil blocks in exchange for several
downstream and infrastructure de-
velopment projects. However, efforts
by the CNOOC to increase its stakes in the Nigerian oil industry a year later were rebuffed by the government, which clearly asserted its decision making power over oil. There are several explanations that can be advanced for the action of the government. The first includes the role of Nigeria’s petro-elites in blocking the Chinese SOCs.

According to Umejei, the move reflected “the interest of Nigerian elites, who felt implementing the deal would cut them off from crude oil sales on the international market,” and “the influence of IOCs, who contributed in developing the Nigerian oil industry and their influential home countries.” However, faced with this experience, the SOCs quickly learned more about how to manage the risks involved in seeking to establish a foothold in the Nigerian oil industry. Sinopec literally shifted gears in its engagement from acquiring oil blocks or engaging in oil-for-infrastructure deals to acquiring equity in oil-producing companies operating in Nigeria’s oil fields. In line with the new approach, Sinopec acquired Addax, a Geneva-based oil company, which in turn gave it control of two offshore oil fields owned by the Nigerian subsidiary of the company. Not long after, Sinopec struck oil in the Niger Delta at Addax’s UDELE 3 oil well in July 2010, giving it direct access to some of Nigeria’s oil.

In 2012, Sinopec bought a minority stake (20 percent) in another Nigerian oil field from Total of France for the sum of $2.5 billion, increasing the level of its direct access to Nigeria’s oil. Analyzing this development, Quigley, makes the point that “almost all the investments by Chinese companies are in buying shares in blocks, not sole control, so that the Chinese often rely on their Western partners to do most of the actual production work for them, releasing them from the technological demands that come with offshore drilling.”

What is not clearly mentioned, but only implied, is that Chinese SOCs have learned from their previous experience, just as the Nigerian elites continue to straddle between skepticism and acceptance of Chinese investments and aid. It is also important to observe that rather than act as a competitor, Sinopec was willing to partner with Total, a Western oil company. This reinforces the point made earlier relating to the goal of Chinese SOCs becoming interna-
tionally integrated oil operators, even if this involves partnering with Western companies. Thus, rather than feed into the discourse of a scramble for Nigeria’s oil between the West and China, we see a clear example of cooperation between oil companies from China and France with the aim of advancing shared economic interests, which also provides the Chinese SOC with an opportunity to work with sophisticated Western oil technology and management style.

More important perhaps, is the point that there is no evidence that suggests Chinese SOCs intend to, or actually do, dominate the Nigerian oil industry or the petro-state. Rather, they remain marginal players whose activities focus on maximizing returns on their oil investments and cultivating an environment in which to conduct oil business. Thus, when the path to direct acquisition of oil acreages through state-to-state deals did not yield any lasting results, Chinese SOCs shifted to acquisition of oil assets through the takeover acquisition of shares in Nigerian subsidiaries of Western oil companies, and the expansion by other Chinese economic enterprises into non-oil sectors of the economy, particularly trade, construction, and infrastructure. For example, earlier this year, a subsidiary of CNOOC, the Offshore Oil Engineering Company (COOEC) and China Harbour Engineering Company won a contract to build oil pipelines for the Dangote Group, a Nigerian conglomerate. What this suggests is that the outcome of China-Africa engagements in the strategic oil industry ultimately rests with how Africa’s petro-elites strategically manage the opportunities presented by the entry of Chinese SOCs into the continent’s oil fields, rather than any neo-imperialist designs on the part of the Chinese state.

**China and Angola**

Angola, which ranks as the 3rd largest source of China’s annual oil imports, and its largest African oil supplier, also provides a good illustration of the agency of African governments and petro-elites in relation to Chinese SOCs. Chinese SOCs’ foray into Angola commenced when Sinopec bought a 50 percent stake in Block 18, operated by BP and sold by Shell in 2004. It later partnered with the Angolan state oil corporation, Sonangol. Angola, being Africa’s second largest oil exporter, was of strategic importance to China’s oil-related, post-1993 “go out” policy. Some observers argued that apart from its oil endowment, Angola post-war reconstruction requirements presented an equal source of attraction for
oil-for-infrastructure deals, bringing in Chinese investors including SOCs. The latter were further encouraged when Sinopec’s initial success in 2004 was followed in 2005 by its further acquisition of shares in oil Blocks 18 and 3/80 previously owned by Total, after Sonangol refused to renew the French oil company’s contract.22

In spite of Sinopec’s initial success in Angola, it had a “commercial disagreement” with Sonangol in 2007. This was reportedly because of differences over what products a refinery planned for construction in Lobito under the framework of their joint venture agreement would specialize in. In addition to other considerations, this led Sonangol to terminate the Sonaref project with Sinopec, and re-award the contract for the building of the refinery to an American firm. The decision of the Angolan State Oil Corporation to cancel the partnership with Sinopec underscored the Angolan petro-elite’s decision to act in line with what it considered to be its national interest. Following the disagreement, Sinopec reportedly suffered other reverses in its quest to acquire new stakes in Angola’s oil fields.

As in the case of Nigeria, the Angolan government, Sonangol and its agencies have demonstrated that they are in a position to take decisions that ensure that loans and oil deals offered to Chinese SOCs are used in ways that reflect national priorities.23 It proves the earlier point made that Chinese SOCs remain marginal players and are not in a position to dominate the Angolan oil industry. The Angolan governing elite is clearly not surrendering its power to decide who gains access to its strategic oil fields, even as Chinese SOCs are learning important lessons and becoming more
While Chinese SOCs have gradually established themselves across a growing number of established and emerging African oil-producing countries, several myths about the coming of the “Chinese dragon” to the continent’s oil fields have been destroyed pragmatic and realistic in the ways in which they engage the Angolan petro-state.

China and the Two Sudans

The case of Sudan is an instructive one in relation to China-Africa relations for several reasons. Sudan was, for all intents and purposes, one of the earliest countries outside of China where Chinese SOCs successfully struck oil in the mid-1990s, and thereafter constructed the upstream and downstream sectors of the Sudanese oil industry. Sudan was also the first country in Africa in which Chinese SOCs invested, with the formation of the Greater Nile Petroleum Company (GNPC): a joint venture operation involving China National Petroleum Company (CNPC) 40 percent; Malaysia’s Petronas, 30 percent; and India’s ONGC Videsh, 25 percent. It was the GNPC that transformed Sudan into Africa’s 3rd largest oil-producing and exporting country from 1999 onwards. The GNPC was followed by Petrodar Operating Oil Company (PDOC), a consortium made up of China’s CNPC, Nilepet, Malaysia’s Petronas, Sinopec, and Tri-Ocean Energy of Kuwait also operating in southern Sudan. Sudan was therefore instrumental in providing Chinese SOCs with the opportunity to develop their capacity and gain valuable experience investing in and building a national oil industry. However, following the independence of South Sudan in 2011, the fortunes of Chinese SOCs in Sudan changed, showing to some extent the level of SOC dependence on political developments in the country. Given the geography of oil endowment in Sudan, the independence of the South where most of the oil is located exposed China, which had long-term relations with Khartoum, to the vagaries of Sudanese politics. The situation was further complicated by bickering between the North and South over oil, and the outbreak of civil war in South Sudan shortly after its independence. CNPC and Sinopec had no option than to seek to adapt to the new situation in the two “Sudans.” Disagreements erupted between Sudan and landlocked South Sudan, where most of the oil fields are located, over a series of issues, including the sharing of oil revenues and the payment of processing and transit fees to Sudan, through whose territory oil was piped en route to the export terminal at Port Sudan on the shores of the Red Sea. Chinese SOCs were caught in the middle of the dispute, particularly after South Sudan
effectively shut off oil supplies which had erstwhile been exported through Sudan in the north.

Hostilities between both countries flared up in 2012, causing South Sudan to stop oil production due to a dispute over transit fees. Since then other factors, including the outbreak of civil war in South Sudan between factions of the government, and the decline in international oil prices, adversely affected returns on oil investments. Unlike the cases of Nigeria and Angola, the two Sudans presented a different kind of challenge to Chinese SOCs, which were helpless in the face of the political crises in both countries, particularly South Sudan. The challenge this posed also has implications in terms of the agency of the South Sudan petro-state and emergent elites vis-à-vis Chinese SOCs, including the ways in which the former had considerable leverage to control oil production and investments, despite their limited experience in managing the oil industry. There is very little the Chinese state could do about the situation, save for involving itself in bilateral and multilateral efforts aimed at bringing peace to the Sudans, including deploying Chinese UN peacekeepers to both countries. Chinese SOCs are also in no position to directly dictate to the government of South Sudan or influence its decision making in relation to the oil industry.

The foregoing clearly shows that assumptions of China-Africa relations being neo-colonial are too simplistic and clearly off the mark. The evidence suggests that Chinese SOC engagements with African petro-states are primarily driven by the quest for profit, by minimizing risks and maximizing returns on investments. This can be gleaned from the behavior of SOCs in the three case study countries where they have pragmatically adjusted to, or responded to, the decisions made by Africa’s petro-states and elites.

**Conclusion**

China-Africa oil relations provide us with a good context for understanding the nature of the evolving relations between the country and the continent. It is clear that the texture of relations is complex and cannot be reduced to the familiar story of neo-colonialism or neo-imperialism that has dominated discourses on Africa’s encounter with the West. In spite of the often ideologically colored lens with which China-Africa relations have been viewed, the cold facts tell a different story. In the first place, both still have a lot to learn from and about each other. While Chinese SOCs have gradually established themselves across a growing number of established and emerging African oil-producing countries, several myths about the coming of the “Chinese dragon” to the continent’s oil fields have been destroyed. Chinese and Western oil companies are not locked in a zero-sum competition over Africa’s oil resources, neither are the Chinese SOCs displacing Western oil multinationals from Africa’s oil fields. Rather, Western
companies have continued to operate Africa’s most lucrative oil fields, and in some cases partner with Chinese SOCs. Another myth about China’s oil-for-infrastructure deals opening Africa’s oil fields to Chinese SOC investments has turned out to be exaggerated, if not disappointing. The reality of the decisive ways African petro-state have related to Chinese SOCs not only proves the point about the primacy of African agency in shaping relations, but also relates to how the new opportunities are being harnessed, for better or for worse.

China’s evolving relations with Africa will, for the foreseeable future, reflect a mix of opportunities and challenges. In relation to Africa’s strategic oil resource, such relations will be mediated by the relative autonomy of Chinese SOCs from the Chinese State, but will not be altogether free from the country’s global aspirations. However, this relative autonomy will be confronted by the high premium placed by the governing elites of Africa’s petro-states on controlling access to the oil within their countries, including the limitations it places on the capacity of Chinese SOCs to pursue their goals vis-à-vis the influence of African elites. In this complex but critical interplay of forces between the leaderships, elites, peoples, states, and economic enterprises on both sides, the question of what this moment could mean for Africa’s development will depend on how effectively African states, leaders, and governing elites can purposefully use the opportunities presented by the current engagements with China to strategically advance a transformative project for the continent.
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NATION REFUSES TO SURRENDER TO GÜLENIST COUP ATTEMPT

Polarization, Terrorism, Political infighting, Regional crises. These were the main topics of discussion before Friday night got everything in perspective. The Turkish nation may disagree about its future. But when the push came to shove, it showed it was certain about what it did not want: flooding the streets against the coup attempt by the military followers of a narrow-minded cult located on Friday night.
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